
 

 
DAILY STANDUPS 

 
 

Encourage developers to surface code-level blockers and 
collaborate on solutions in Standups  

Many teams use daily standups to discuss the status of work and create visibility 
around challenges so team members can connect and collaborate on those 
challenges in real-time. The overarching intention of these meetings is to keep the 
team informed, connected, and calibrated throughout a sprint.  

However, it’s not uncommon for these meetings to occasionally trend towards 
surface-level “check-in” discussions. To navigate this, the team can point to what’s 
happening in the codebase or in the review process to help team members visualize 
the topic they’d like to discuss.  

 

Reports to consider incorporating into Daily Standups 

Start incorporating these reports into your daily standups by first helping the team 
understand what each report represents and how they can be useful. Then, 
proactively point towards metrics that support team members’ topics of discussion 
in standups. Over time, team members will likely begin to take over the ownership of 
using data to help facilitate discussion — and the manager or team lead can take a 
step back.  

Here are a few reports to start using in your standups, by use case:  

 

Identify code-level blockers in the Daily Update report 

The Daily Update report provides a view across everything that happened in the 
codebase yesterday. It’s most commonly used in daily standups and can quickly help 
your team surface discussions around blockers in the code they’re working on. 

Historically, Daily Standups have been a great way to surface higher-order blockers 
at the project-level. But if a developer instead has a blocker in the code, it is too 
time-consuming to navigate through your githost and show peers what they need 
feedback on. 

 



 

 
This ease at which this bottom section allows engineers to pull up their code 
changes yesterday enables them to show their team and ask if any individual has 
the domain, or codebase adjacency knowledge to help them get unblocked right 
after the standup - rather than hammer away at the problem until the end of the 
day. Five minutes after the standup can save hours of wheel-spinning.  
If this happens once, this is a great win for the engineer that received peer feedback 
after surfacing a code blocker during the Standup. If this happens 10 - 15 times in a 
year, we now have a meaningful shift in what our team as a whole is able to deliver. 

 

Notice dynamics in the Review Workflow that could be surfaced in the team’s 
discussion 

The Review Workflow provides a unified view that displays all of the team’s open pull 
requests over a given time period. It makes it easy to notice pull requests that aren’t 
being moved forward and pull requests that are seeing higher-than-normal levels of 
activity. Teams can use this report to quickly identify dynamics in the review process 
such as Unreviewed PRs, Long-Running PRs, and High-Activity PRs.  
 
Unreviewed PRs are PRs that have 
been opened but haven’t received 
any comments or an approval. All 
yellow PRs are Unreviewed. As we 
see below, joscool opened the PR 
shown 2 days ago, and it has yet to 
be acknowledged by their 
teammates.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Long-Running PRs are PRs that 
have been open but have not 
received feedback in a long time 
and don’t seem to be driving 
towards a resolution. In the example 
to the right, we see that there was 
some discussion on this PR around 
3 days ago, but then the discussion 
ended and was followed by silence.  
 
The PR hasn’t been closed yet but 
also doesn’t seem to be driving 
toward a resolution.  



 

High-Activity PRs are PRs that are seeing a lively discussion, with a number of 
reviewers participating, but the discussion has gone on for a while and is not 
necessarily moving the work forward. We can see below that Katherine and 5 of her 
teammates are having a lively discussion, but it may not be finding a path forward. 
This would be a great opportunity to surface this discussion as a team to help drive it 
toward it a resolution. 
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